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Achieving Educational Stability for
Foster Youth in Ohio and the Impact of the
Fostering Connections Legislation
The Challenge
The nearly 800,000 children placed in substitute care often face

on state-administered assessment tests.6 Nearly half of former

unique educational challenges.1 Not only are they forced to deal with

foster youth have not completed high school.7 Only 30% have

the trauma resulting from abuse and neglect, they must also con-

attended college.8

front many other barriers to school success: removal from their
homes, separation from their families and friends, and multiple placements into temporary homes and new school environments.2
This issue brief will explore some of the barriers to educational

Unfortunately, child welfare and education laws, policies, and
practices share some of the responsibility for these poor outcomes.
They have not always provided children who live in foster care with
the educational stability necessary for successful adulthood.

stability that affect foster youth, and provide an overview of recent
sider Ohio’s performance in achieving educational stability, and it will

School Mobility and Enrollment Issues are Barriers
to Educational Stability

analyze some of the major challenges that remain in the State.

The persisting problems associated with school mobility and the

Finally, the brief will conclude by recommending that specific

effects they have on educational stability are being recognized by

legislation that addresses these challenges. Then the brief will con-

changes be made at both the state and federal levels.
Potentially an opportunity to implement many of the recommendations sought by the Children’s Defense Fund-Ohio, the Senate Health,
Education, Labor and Pensions Committee passed a bill to reform
the federal “No Child Left Behind” law.3 The legislation included an
amendment offered by Senator Al Franken (D-Minn.) that would
impose new obligations on school districts similar to the obligations
that child welfare agencies already have.4

others across Ohio and the country. For example, philanthropists Al
and Barbara Siemer have recently partnered with the United Way of
Central Ohio to form a national institute that focuses on child
mobility issues—the Siemer Institute for Family Stability.9 Over the
past three years, the Columbus-based initiative has helped 525 families, with 1,112 children becoming and remaining stable.10 Building
on this success, the Institute will lead the work of initiatives in ten
Ohio and Florida communities that help families at risk of homelessness stay in their homes and keep children in their current schools.11

School Performance Suffers

While such civic leaders work to stabilize children in strong educa-

Foster youth are experiencing an educational crisis. A Midwest study

tional environments, the laws specifically affecting foster youth must

found that more than one-third have repeated a grade, more than

do the same.

two-thirds have been suspended from school, and when compared

Current law does not go far enough in requiring child welfare and

to their peers, foster youth are nearly four times as likely to be ex-

educational professionals to collaborate to avoid unnecessary school

pelled from school.5 They continue to remain far behind their peers

transfers for foster youth. According to the Midwest Study, over onethird of foster youth have experienced five or more school changes
while in care.12 School mobility is a major disruption to a child’s
education because it forces the child to adjust to a new school
climate and curriculum.13 It also disrupts vital relationships with the
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child’s peers and teachers.14 According to one study, frequently
mobile students can suffer as much as a six month loss in educational progress.15
As if adapting to a new school is not difficult enough, foster youth
also experience frequent enrollment delays. A youth may miss an
entire month of school due to a foster care placement change.16
Delays are often the result of lost or misplaced school records.17
Since the majority of foster youth are forced to switch schools when
placement changes occur, the fact that they cannot immediately start
school is especially troubling.

“Investing in children is not a national luxury or
a national choice. It's a national necessity. If the
foundation of your house is crumbling, you don't
say you can't afford to fix it while you're building
astronomically expensive fences to protect it from
outside enemies. The issue is not are we going to
pay—it's are we going to pay now, up front, or are
we going to pay a whole lot more later on.”
— Marian Wright Edelman, President and
Founder of Children’s Defense Fund

The Fostering Connections to Success
and Increasing Adoptions Act of 2008
(“FCA”)
21

Signed into law in October 2008, the FCA contains some of the most
significant federal reforms to child welfare in over ten years. The law
promotes better outcomes for foster youth through policy changes in
six key areas: 1) more support for kinship care, 2) more support for
older youth, 3) coordinated health services, 4) improved educational
stability and opportunities, 5) adoption incentives and assistance,
and 6) direct access to federal resources for Indian Tribes.22 The
changes are intended to ensure that no foster youth is forced out of
care without being prepared for adulthood.23
Ohio recently amended its Administrative Code (“OAC”) to implement the educational stability provisions of the FCA.24 For the most
part, the educational stability provisions have not led to significant
changes in Ohio law. For example, as early as in 2004, the OAC
already required new care settings to be close to the schools in which

Why Educational Stability Matters

foster children are enrolled prior to placement.25 Nonetheless, the

Failing to meet the educational needs of foster youth today will lead

FCA has initiated renewed efforts to achieve educational stability.

to greater societal costs tomorrow. Studies indicate that nearly forty
percent of former foster youth rely on community aid in the form of

Educational Stability Requirements

welfare, institutionalized care, and/or Medicaid.19 There is also a high

The FCA’s educational stability provisions have three main compo-

likelihood that they will experience homelessness, incarceration, and

nents. First, to remain eligible for federal foster care and adoption as-

unwed pregnancies.20 Investing to meet the unique needs of youth

sistance funds, Ohio’s public children services agencies (“PCSA”)

while they are in foster care will provide them with the confidence

must work to ensure that children in out-of-home care are enrolled

and skills that will be necessary later in life. This investment will also

in school.26 Children must be full-time elementary or secondary

decrease the cost to society overall.

school students if they have not already completed secondary
school.27 PCSAs can meet this requirement by enrolling children in
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traditional school settings, as well as in home-school or independent

how the current educational setting meets the child’s needs.47

study programs.28 There is an exception for children who cannot attend school full-time due to a medical condition.29 To take advantage
of the exception, caseworkers must provide regular updates on the
condition in the child’s case plan.30

Making Decisions Regarding Placement and School
Selection
The educational stability provisions give states a lot of flexibility and

The second educational stability component requires PCSAs to take
into account a child’s current educational setting before making a
foster care placement.31 The agency must consider whether the current educational setting is appropriate, as well as how close it is to the
proposed foster care placement.32 More importantly, PCSAs must
attempt to keep the child enrolled in the same school.33 Placement
into foster care should not result in a school change unless enrollment in a new school is in the child’s best interests.34 When changing schools is in the child’s best interests, the PCSA must work to
arrange immediate enrollment in an appropriate school.35 This will
require agencies to work to ensure that the new school receives educational records without delay.36

discretion.48 States are free to determine which factors they will
consider in making best interest determinations for school selection.49
A decision on placement or school selection should result from a
meaningful analysis. Agencies should develop a standard list of nonexhaustive factors to evaluate a variety of suitable placement options.
It may not be possible to avoid a school change without considering
more than one placement option. Of course, the reality is that for
many children, it will be difficult to find even one suitable foster home.
More than 5,000 children are placed outside of their counties each
year in Ohio.50
Consider a plausible scenario. An agency might place a Cincinnati
child with relatives more than 200 miles away in Toledo, Ohio. The

The third component relates to funding. PCSAs rely on federal funds

agency could ultimately decide that the relatives are the best51 or

to cover a portion of foster care maintenance costs.37 They can now

even the only placement option because, despite diligent recruitment

use the funds to cover the cost of transporting children to keep them

efforts, there are no other suitable homes. Although the cost of trans-

in their original schools.38 Reimbursement is only available for rea-

porting the child to keep him in his Cincinnati school might be

However, the cost of transportation cannot be

unreasonable,52 that fact alone should not motivate the agency to

a factor in school selection.40 On the other hand, the availability of

move the child to a Toledo school.53 Even so, the distance probably

sonable travel costs.

39

foster care resources can be a factor in a PCSA’s placement deci-

requires a school change. It will be difficult to argue that it is in any

sion.41 Therefore, if school transportation costs would be too expen-

child’s best interests to be on the road for more than seven hours on

sive, the PCSA should ensure that it has identified an adequate

a school day. In order to justify moving the child to the Toledo home

number of suitable placement options. A child should not be moved

and school setting, the agency should document its unsuccessful at-

outside of his school district due to minimal efforts to find suitable

tempts to locate other suitable foster homes closer to the Cincinnati

foster homes within the child’s current district.

school.54 If other homes are found within the child’s current school

Documentation Requirements

best option.

district, the agency should explain why the Toledo placement is the
PCSAs must document their efforts to comply with the educational stability provisions. A child’s case plan must include documentation on the
school that the child attended before foster care placement.

42

If the

child could not remain in that school, the caseworker must describe all
efforts to keep the child in that school.43 For example, a caseworker
might describe unsuccessful attempts to locate a suitable placement
near the child’s current school. If he or she made no efforts, the caseworker must explain why remaining in the school was not in the child’s
best interests.44 When a school change must occur, the caseworker
must describe the steps taken to immediately enroll the child in a school
that meets the child’s needs.45 If any school records are unavailable, the
caseworker must explain why and indicate the steps being taken to ob-

How is Ohio Performing?
While it is too soon to determine the impact of the FCA, which is still
being implemented in Ohio, this section will explore a few statistics,
laws, and practices indicating that Ohio foster youth may still be at
risk of educational instability. For example, the fact that thousands of
children must move into foster homes outside of their counties each
year may indicate that thousands of foster youth are at risk.55 Though
there are some redeeming developments in the State, the numerous
barriers that remain must be removed to provide stability for Ohio
foster youth.

tain them.46 A child’s case plan must include documentation detailing
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Youth in Care the Longest Have the Highest Risk of
Educational Instability

Educational stability is especially critical for foster youth who are in
care the longest. More than forty percent of youth who spend three

Ohio’s performance on permanency measures is highly relevant to

or more years in Ohio’s foster care system age out of the system with-

its progress in achieving educational stability. Take, for instance,

out a permanent family.62 Over 1,000 foster youth age out of care

measures of placement stability, which focus on the number of moves

each year.63 Typically, youth who age out have spent several years in

that youth experience while in foster care.56 Placement instability ex-

foster care.64 Since these youth lack adequate family supports, it is

ists when too many youth experience multiple moves.57 Since youth
58

usually change schools when they change foster homes, placement
instability is often an indication of educational instability.

Youth in Care the Longest Have the Highest Risk of
Educational Instability
The longer Ohio foster youth are in care, the more likely they are to
be placed in multiple foster homes. Of the children in Ohio’s foster
care system for less than one year, over 90 percent have experienced
no more than two placement settings.59 Of those in the system for
one to two years, less than two-thirds have experienced two placement settings or less; and among those who have been in care for
more than two years, nearly two-thirds have experienced more than
two placement settings.60 The State has not met the federal benchmark for foster care placement stability regarding this last category of
youth.61 Thus, youth who spend more than two years in Ohio’s foster care system are at an increased risk of suffering from educational
instability.

unacceptable to send them into early adulthood without the educational development that they need to support themselves.

“Educational Specialist” Programs May be Part of the
Solution
To some extent, Ohio is doing more to achieve educational stability
than what the FCA requires. For example, in at least some counties,
PCSAs use programs that employ educational specialists to help meet
the unique educational needs of foster youth.65 Since each county
in Ohio has a different way of handling child welfare, it is unclear exactly how many PCSAs use educational specialist models.66 In at
least one county, educational specialists meet as often as weekly with
foster youth and their families and caregivers. They help the youth set
and meet goals for school attendance, academic performance, and
personal development; and they provide services to achieve those
goals, including: individualized tutoring, rewards for achievement,
advocacy in school meetings, and assistance in obtaining test preparation materials, transportation, clothing, uniforms, equipment, and
school supplies.67 Specialists in at least one county have attempted
to track and supply educational data to PCSAs.68
Formal educational specialist programs employ highly qualified personnel. Tutors are usually certified teachers, and the specialists are
sometimes retired educational professionals.69 Additionally, the programs produce excellent results. Counties that use them see significant improvement in grade point averages, school attendance,
graduation rates, and grade levels.70
Nevertheless, not all counties use educational specialist programs, although some programs temporarily provide transitional services to
youth who exit care or switch to non-participating school districts.71
Due to a lack of funding, some counties have been forced to end
some or all of the services provided through their educational specialist programs.72 Furthermore, numerous institutional barriers exist,
even for youth who are fortunate enough to receive services from
these programs.73
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Placing Additional Obligations on Child Welfare
Agencies Is Not Always the Solution

The Need for Better Collaboration and More Reasonable School Policies

Perhaps the most glaring shortcoming of the FCA’s educational sta-

Federal and state laws fail to ensure meaningful collaboration

bility requirements is that, for the most part, they merely place a few

between child welfare and educational professionals. PCSA case-

new obligations on child welfare agencies; but these obligations likely

workers sometimes feel like outsiders when trying to reach out to

reflect what the agencies have always wanted to do. Nevertheless,

school officials to meet the educational stability needs of foster

child welfare agencies can only do so much to help foster youth

youth.78 They have expressed concern that educational policies and

achieve educational stability. Lack of available foster care resources

practices do not accommodate the unique needs of foster youth, and

may be a major limitation, particularly in Ohio. The State’s financial

that educators’ decisions may be motivated by the characteristically

“investment in child welfare is the lowest in the nation.”74 In the face

poor academic performance of foster youth.79

of budget cuts, it has been very difficult to provide foster youth with
necessary services,75 especially in the forty-three Ohio counties that
do not maintain children services levies.76 Moreover, absent additional reforms, the institutional barriers that remain may be insurmountable. For example, state educational agencies may not feel
obligated to help the State comply with the FCA’s mandates.

For example, a problem reported by several PCSAs is that schools
often refuse to allow a child to remain enrolled in the same school
after he has been placed in a foster home located in another school
district.80 This has been a problem even when transportation is readily available and the child’s family prefers that he stay in the same
school.81 Due to the significant federal consequences that follow from
a school’s poor academic performance, school officials may prefer to

Remaining Challenges to Educational
Stability in Ohio
Despite renewed efforts, Ohio still has a long way to go in achieving
educational stability for the nearly 23,000 children in foster care.77
Many obstacles remain. In addition to a lack of foster care resources,

have their districts pay tuition to other districts rather than take the
risk that foster youth’s academic performance might bring down their
schools’ report cards.82
School officials’ decisions are not easy to overcome. Child welfare
agencies must sometimes obtain the assistance of district superintendents to override school principals’ enrollment decisions.83

Ohio school law and school districts’ policies and practices limit what
child welfare agencies can do to meet the educational needs of fos-

When a PCSA must place a youth in a foster home located outside of

ter youth. The remainder of the brief will focus primarily on these

his current school district, it is usually less challenging to enroll him

hurdles to educational stability, followed by CDF-Ohio’s recommen-

in a new district than it is to keep him in the current one; but switch-

dations on how to address these hurdles.

ing schools is not always an easy task.84 Complying with the new
school’s enrollment policies is sometimes an issue.85 Enrollment policies are typically very strict, but it can be difficult for PCSAs to timely

45,000

obtain all necessary records from the old school.86 While the new

40,000

school may refuse to admit the youth prior to receiving all necessary
records, neither school may feel obligated to help facilitate the prompt

35,000

transfer of the foster youth’s records.87
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due to no fault of their own.88 Too frequently, these policies result in
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unique needs of the children who end up in the child welfare system
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Ohio

suspension or expulsion.89 “Zero tolerance” environments may be
inappropriate for foster children because they often suffer from
behavioral issues.90 Suspension and expulsion not only cause

Children in Foster Care (Number) – 2001 to 2009

children to miss school, they also make it difficult for them to receive

Children’s Defense Fund-Ohio
KIDS COUNT Data Center, www.kidscount.org/datacenter
A Project of the Annie E. Casey Foundation

assignments during suspension.91

academic credit. Schools do not always allow students to complete
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School Enrollment Laws Provide Protections to
Similarly-Situated Youth

to comply with school enrollment policies.103 Furthermore, similar

Surprisingly, Ohio foster youth do not receive the same solicitude that

to children of domestic violence victims, foster youth are subject to

federal and state education laws give to other youth who are at risk

abusive home settings that make it difficult for them to adjust to

of educational instability. This section will detail some of the protec-

school.104 In fact, foster youth have often been direct victims of

tions provided to those other youth. A brief discussion of the law will

abuse.105 Nevertheless, the barriers to educational stability that they

demonstrate how foster youth are treated differently with respect to

face remain in place.

youth also lack fixed home environments, making it difficult for them

their educational rights.
Generally, an Ohio child has the right to attend school for free in the

The Educational Rights of Ohio Foster Youth Are
Uncertain

district in which his parent resides.92 Ohio law also provides for

In some ways, Ohio school law is actually at odds with the educa-

tuition-free schooling in a wide variety of situations in which children

tional stability mandates of the FCA. For example, under Ohio law,

may need to leave their homes.93 To name a few, homeless children,

a foster youth may generally enroll only in the district in which his or

married minors, children in military families, and children whose

her foster home is located.106 So if a PCSA places a youth in a fos-

parents are domestic violence victims all have the right to tuition-free

ter home outside of his school district, the youth may not be entitled

education.94

to remain enrolled in the same school, even if the foster home is not

The protections provided to certain youth are often very detailed and

very far away from that school. School officials are not legally obli-

specific. For example, a homeless student has the right to attend

gated to follow the FCA’s presumption that children remain enrolled

school in the district in which his shelter is located; or the student’s

in the same school. 107 Nor are they legally obligated to consider best

parent may choose to keep him in the school that he attended when

interest determinations on the subject.108 The FCA’s provisions apply

he became homeless.95 If a new school is chosen, that school must

to child welfare agencies that rely on Title IV-E funds; but they do not

immediately enroll the homeless youth, even if it has not received all

necessarily apply to educational agencies, which usually depend on

normally required records.96 Moreover, the school cannot simply wait

other funding sources. 109

for someone else to obtain the records. Instead, it must immediately

While educational agencies are aware of the plight of foster youth,110

contact the child’s last school to obtain all relevant school records.97

this awareness has not led to significant changes in the law. The

Each school district must also have an educational liaison to assist

Ohio Department of Education (“ODE”) has issued guidance to local

homeless students, and liaisons have a long list of duties under the

school districts on removing barriers to the enrollment, attendance,

98

McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act (McKinney-Vento).

For

example, the liaison must ensure that enrollment disputes are
handled properly.99 When there is an enrollment dispute, the child
has the right to enroll in the school he has chosen, pending resolution of the dispute; and he has the right to appeal the school’s
ultimate decision after dispute resolution.100 Ohio school district
enrollment policies typically specify a homeless student’s educational
rights under McKinney-Vento.101
Children of domestic violence victims also have significant educational rights. They may not be denied enrollment in a new school due
to missing records; and any days of attendance and credits earned
must be transferred to and accepted by the child’s subsequent
school.102
Inequitably, as the next section will demonstrate, Ohio school law
does not give foster youth specific protections analogous to those that
exist for other youth who are at risk of educational instability. Like
homeless students and children of domestic violence victims, foster
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and school success of homeless and highly mobile children;111 and
ODE has called for state and local agencies to develop, review, and
revise policies to remove the barriers that highly mobile children, including foster youth, have experienced.112 Nevertheless, state policy
and guidance may be ineffective as long as the law does not require
educational agencies to ensure educational stability for foster youth.

Other Avenues Sometimes Provide Temporary
Solutions
Some foster youth may be able to benefit from laws that are meant to
protect other categories of youth. For example, McKinney-Vento
places direct obligations on educational agencies.113 However, its protections are intended for homeless children, so it does not necessarily apply to most foster youth.114 Whether a foster youth is covered by
the law depends on the State’s definition of “awaiting foster care
placement.”115 Ohio law does not define the term, and most Ohio
school districts simply restate the term in their enrollment policies
without a definition.116 For data purposes, ODE defines the term to
cover a situation in which child welfare agencies are working to place
a student.117 Thus, once a student has been placed into a foster
home, school officials might reasonably decide that McKinney-Vento
does not apply to that particular youth.
Another option for keeping a foster youth enrolled in the same school
might be open enrollment.118 Nearly eighty percent of Ohio’s school
districts have some type of open enrollment policy.119 Nevertheless,
the process for applying for open enrollment may vary by school district, and students are not guaranteed that they will be admitted under

including a foster home, which is approved or maintained by the State
to receive and care for children.125 Second, PCSAs almost always
require some form of legal custody over children in order to place
them in foster homes.”126 Finally, it is very common for foster children
to receive special education.127
Payment of school tuition can be a very important issue for school

open enrollment.120 Moreover, most of the districts in Ohio’s two

districts when foster youth attend their schools. Districts sometimes

largest counties, Cuyahoga and Franklin, do not have open enroll-

dispute who must bear the cost of educating foster youth.128 The

ment policies.121 A PCSA may also try to keep a child enrolled by ob-

court that has ordered a child’s removal from home must designate

taining the assistance of school superintendents, but like the open

the school district that is financially responsible, as determined by di-

enrollment process, the student is not guaranteed enrollment through

vision (C)(1) or (C)(2) of section 3313.64 of the Revised Code.129

122

this avenue.

Generally, the responsible district is the one in which the child’s parent resided at the time of removal.130 However, if the parent moves

The Cost of Education Should Not Be Relevant to a
Foster Youth’s Educational Rights
Irrespective of the right to enroll, the cost of education may be a
barrier to school admission for foster youth. School districts cannot
typically charge tuition for students admitted to their schools.123 However, tuition can become a very complicated legal and administrative
issue for three types of children: 1) those who reside in a “home,” 2)
those in the custody of an agency or person other than their natural
parents, and 3) those who receive special education.124

to another district, ODE may require that district to pay tuition.131
School officials should be aware that the issue of payment for tuition
is separate from the issue of whether a foster youth has the right to
enroll. Section 3313.64(B) of the Ohio Revised Code provides the
different bases for admitting children.132

In contrast, Section

3313.64(C) only determines when a school district is responsible for
paying tuition for admitted children.133 Since the collection of tuition
is not a pre-condition for enrollment, schools should never delay or
deny enrollment due to tuition considerations.134 Not only would this

Unfortunately, most foster children are likely to fall into one or more

violate state law, it would also unreasonably interfere with child wel-

of these categories. First, a “home” is broadly defined as a facility,

fare agencies’ attempts to comply with the FCA.
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Recommendations
Education laws and policies must be revised to account for the

The ESEA should also include a method for collecting data and track-

unique educational needs of foster youth. While the FCA requires

ing information in order to document progress on educational stabil-

educational stability, Ohio law does not require school officials to

ity. The data collected should include key indicators such as the

guarantee this right to foster youth. Laws that protect the rights of

number of school changes experienced by foster youth and the num-

homeless students and the children of domestic violence victims may

ber and duration of enrollment delays occurring after placement. Ad-

apply to some foster youth, but they do not apply to all youth in sub-

ditionally, the ESEA should provide educational agencies with funding

stitute care. Ohio school law does not clearly give foster youth the

to assist them in comprehensively implementing the educational sta-

right to remain enrolled in the same school or the right to immediately

bility provisions. Furthermore, lawmakers must provide more funding

enroll in a new school, regardless of the receipt of records. Nor does

to child welfare agencies. Without adequate funding, they cannot

it require school officials to promptly transfer school records. Foster

maintain special programs that meet the unique educational needs

youth should not be denied these protections.
Ohio policymakers and child welfare and educational professionals
must work together to comprehensively implement the FCA’s educa-

of foster youth. Through improved collaboration, shared obligations,
and adequately-funded educational services, educational stability can
be achieved for foster youth in Ohio.

tional stability provisions. Child welfare agencies cannot guarantee
educational stability for foster youth without the cooperation of
educational agencies. Therefore, the Children’s Defense Fund-Ohio
recommends that the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(ESEA) reauthorization include obligations for state and local educational agencies mirroring those that the FCA places on child welfare
agencies.135
The ESEA should include protections for foster youth similar to those
provided to homeless youth by McKinney-Vento and Ohio law. For
example, the ESEA should require educational agencies to collaborate and cooperate with child welfare agencies by establishing foster
care liaisons. The liaisons would be required to ensure that schools
are fulfilling their new obligations and that foster youth’s protections
are enforced. At a minimum, these protections must include:
• The right to remain in the school in which they are enrolled
at the time of placement, unless that would not be in the
child’s best interests;
• A procedure to resolve disputes over what is in the child’s
best interests;
• Immediate enrollment in a new school when remaining in
the original school is not in the child’s best interests;
• Prompt transfer of the child’s school records to the new
school; and
• A shared responsibility, when necessary, with the child welfare agency for transportation to the child’s original school.
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